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Herman Melville's tale of obsession on the high seas
gets a feathery makeover in this adaptation that
stars Donald, Scrooge McDuck, and Huey, Dewey,
and Louie! When his ship is destroyed and his lucky
dime stolen by the monstrous white whale Moby
Dick, Captain Quackhab sets sail on a voyage of
revenge against the fearsome leviathan. Joined by
Ishmael, his first mate Mr. Storkbuck, and the island
triplets, Huqueg, Duqueg, and Luqueg, and his crew
of ne'er-do-wells, Quackhab won't rest until he gets
his prize. But whales aren't the only danger the seas
have to offer. Our heroes must contend with giant
squids, pirate crows, and mighty storms before even
catching a sight of Moby Dick. And when they finally
come face to face with the great white whale, will
any of them make it back to land in one piece?
A boy imagines what it would be like if he had such
things as duck feet, a whale spout, and an elephant's
trunk, but eventually realizes that he is better off just
being himself. Reissue.
The classic, critical and humorous study of cultural
imperialism and children's literature; how the Disney
fantasy world reproduces the "American Dream"
fantasy world, and the disastrous effect of Disney
comics and other "mass" cultural merchandise on
the development of the so-called "Third" World. In
1973 this work was banned and burned in Chile, and
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later the English edition was banned for more than a
year by the US government. In comic book format
with cartoon examples, introduction by David
KUNZLE on the Disney world, a bibliography of left
writings on cultural imperialism and the comics, and
an appendix by John Shelton LAWRENCE on the
book's US censorship and the legal-political issues
involved in the right to criticize Disney.
Now, it's its 9th edition, O'Brien's Collecting Toys has
become a necessary for any toy collector. This
comprehensive price guide includes everything from
turn-of-the-century mechanical banks to PEX
dispensers. With three grades of pricing for nearly
every category, O'Brien's Collecting Toys will prove
to be an indispensable tool in your pricing needs.
&break;&break;Included are: &break;&break;Action
figures &break;Aircraft &break;Animal-Drawn
Vehicles &break;Banks &break;Battery-Operated
Toys &break;BB Guns &break;Comic Characters
&break;Erector Sets &break;Figural Kits
&break;Guns &break;Japanese Tin
&break;Premiums &break;PEZ &break;Plastic
Dollhouse Furniture &break;Ships &break;Tin
Dollhouses &break;Tin Wind-ups &break;Trains
&break;Vehicles &break;Yo-Yos &break;And much
more
Scrooge McDuck strikes Klondike gold in the latest
collection of the world-renowned Duck comics.
New edition of a standard reference.
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Tracing developments in toy making and marketing
across the evolving landscape of the 20th century,
this encyclopedia is a comprehensive reference
guide to America's most popular playthings and the
culture to which they belong. • Nearly 200
alphabetically arranged entries document the
historical and cultural significance of toys • Crossreferences and a listing of additional resources
accompany each entry and encourage further
investigation • Photographs and illustrations
gathered from public and private collections across
the country depict the entire century of America at
play • A guide to related topics identifies the entries
according to broader categories such as toys,
designers, companies, museums, events, and
organizations • A resource guide provides
information for contacting American toy companies,
accessing national toy museums, and attending
annual toy festivals, and offers many avenues for
pursuing further information about toys and
American culture including books, scholarly journals,
audio recordings, films, and websites
This Little Golden Book is based on the Disney Junior show
Mickey and the Roadster Racers! Mickey Mouse and Goofy
are looking forward to a nice, quiet fishing trip. When Donald
Duck, Minnie, and Daisy decide to join them, crazy things
happen! Children ages 2 to 5 will love this Little Golden Book,
which retells a super-funny episode of the Disney Junior show
Mickey's Roadster Racers. In Mickey and the Roadster
Racers, more story takes place off the road than on! As each
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of the gang's wacky adventures pops up, Mickey must use his
wits and ingenuity to save the day.
This large-format book contains values for more than 24,000
toys in every category imaginable--action figures, cast-iron
and paper lithographed toys, windups, Barbie dolls, model
kits, diecast banks, games, playsets, character toys, and
many more dating from the 19th century to the present day.
Also included are coded dealer listings, plus information on
clubs and newsletters and a bibliography of other books of
interest.
With the help of his magic stick Louie retrieves Huey's magic
table and Dewey's magic donkey and proves to Uncle Donald
that there is such a thing as magic.
The Wonder of American Toys reflects not only the toys of
perhaps the most formative era of American history, but what
they meant to the children who played with them and to the
society that produced them.
In this innovative study, Crystal Sanders explores how
working-class black women, in collaboration with the federal
government, created the Child Development Group of
Mississippi (CDGM) in 1965, a Head Start program that not
only gave poor black children access to early childhood
education but also provided black women with greater
opportunities for political activism during a crucial time in the
unfolding of the civil rights movement. Women who had
previously worked as domestics and sharecroppers secured
jobs through CDGM as teachers and support staff and earned
higher wages. The availability of jobs independent of the local
white power structure afforded these women the freedom to
vote in elections and petition officials without fear of reprisal.
But CDGM's success antagonized segregationists at both the
local and state levels who eventually defunded it. Tracing the
stories of the more than 2,500 women who staffed
Mississippi's CDGM preschool centers, Sanders's book
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remembers women who went beyond teaching children their
shapes and colors to challenge the state's closed political
system and white supremacist ideology and offers a profound
example for future community organizing in the South.
This thoroughly comprehensive book on collectible toys has
undergone a complete revision and update with thousands of
new entries and photos being added since the fifth edition. A
favorite of toy collectors worldwide, the book makes
informative and entertaining reading for non-collectors as
well. Photos.
In addition to providing up-to-date prices for virtually every
category of antique and collectible, this anniversary edition of
the popular guide includes helpful hints on collecting,
identifying, preserving, and restoring antiques. Original.
100,000 first printing.
Minnie and the girls deal with a female bully.
Welcome to Toyland! Whether it's a rare three-wheeled
motorcycle that sold for $23,000 or an unopened LEGO set of
the Millennium Falcon that can go for as much as $4,500, toybox treasures are out there waiting to be found. Discover for
yourself what veteran collectors know with this hands-on, howto guide to picking toys, the No. 1 collecting category. Learn
what seasoned collectors look for and what they value in this
easy-to-follow and indispensable pocket guide. You'll
uncover: • The best toys to hunt for, including action figures,
LEGO sets, model trains, space toys, teddy bears, tin toys,
vehicles, oddities, and more • Practical strategies from top
buyers and sellers • Where to find hidden treasures • How to
flip toys for profit and fun • Common fakes and reproductions
Whether for pleasure or profit, the Picker's Pocket Guide is a
real find.
In these Donald Duck and Uncle Scrooge comics, beloved
worldwide, there's an exploding volcano, a dinosaur
stampede, and a rocket race around the world!
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Providing collectors with information on virtually every aspect
of toy collecting, this guide contains over 15,000 listings of
both antique and modern toys. It features the same popular
format as top selling Schroeder's Antiques Price Guide, with
hundreds of photos, histories, and much more.
The book Why Didn't I Think of That! includes the passage "If
a toy has magic, when people see it they say, 'Oooh! What is
that?' . . . It appeals to the kid in everybody." That same kind
of magic captures "the kid in everybody" when they pick up
Timeless Toys: Classic Toys and the Playmakers Who
Created Them. Timeless Toys represents one of the finest
documentaries and displays of modern toys ever written.
Author Tim Walsh, a successful toy inventor himself, reveals
a world of commerce, toys, and wonder that is equally fun,
fascinating, and nostalgic. Readers of every age and
background will find it impossible to pick up this book, turn a
few pages, and not become spellbound by its insightful
stories and the personal memories that the text and 420
brilliantly colored photographs bring forth. Slinky, Lego, Tonka
trucks, Monopoly, Big Wheel, Frisbee, Hula Hoop, Super Ball,
Scrabble, Barbie, Radio Flyer Wagons: All of these and
many, many more are featured in this fascinating tome, along
with the toys' histories, insider profiles, and rare interviews
with toy industry icons. It's simply magic!
A portrait of the private life and public career of Walt Disney
ranges from his deprived youth, to his contributions to the art
of animation, to his visionary creation of the first synergistic
entertainment empire, to his reclusive and lonely private
world.
"From the Disney vaults! The complete Sunday comics
1943-1945"--Cover.

This is the ultimate sourcebook for collectors, appraisers,
and dealers of virtually any kind of antique, fine art, or
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collectible. 350 photos. 16-page color insert.
Scholastic Early Learners: A large format first words
board book perfect for little hands and sharing together.
Includes interactive sliders and flaps! Learning first
words is fun with D is for Duck, a large format interactive
board book just right for reading together or exploring
alone. Featuring lift-the-flaps on every page, as well as
fun sliders, this Touch and Explore title promotes early
learning and literacy. Scholastic Early Learners:
Interactive books for hands-on learning. Perfect for
babies, toddlers, preschoolers, kindergartners, and first
graders, too!
Wak! IDW's first six issues of Donald Duck are gathered
in this classy collectors volume... including great works
by Romano Scarpa, Giorgio Cavazzano, Daan Jippes
and the first-ever US publication of The Diabolical Duck
Avenger, Donald's classic 1960s debut as a super-antihero! With special extras for true Disney Comics
aficionados, this Donald compendium provides hours of
history and excitement."
Because Chip 'n Dale are just the right size, they move
into Donald's toy village he has set up for his toy train.
Look out for Donald Duck and his family and friends as
they travel across the glove and beyond in this fun-filled
look and find book! Spot Donald in every location, from
Duckburg to Bear Mountain to outer space! Then, turn to
the back of the book to see what other characters are
waiting to be found.
America's antiques experts Ralph and Terry Kovel
present the 27th edition of the best-selling price guide in
America, with this year's prices for the antiques and
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collectibles most sought by today's collectors. Includes
the most comprehensive cross-referenced index of its
kind.
When Prince Ducklet learns that his missing uncle,
Scrooge, has been usurped by the scheming
Rocklaudius, Ducklet must restore peace to the court
and serve justice to those who have conspired against
Scrooge.

Lists more than 18,000 items, providing descriptions,
values, and identification tips for a broad spectrum of
popular collectibles.
Donald buys a house.
Gives you an insider's edge when you are buying,
selling, or collecting antiques or collectiable.
In this collection of short comics by the worldrenowned Carl Barks, Donald, Uncle Scrooge, and
the nephews go on a wild parrot chase, among other
adventures.
Compiled from the highly regarded "Antique Trader
Weekly", this comprehensive volume covers every
major category of collecting, from rare pottery and
mid-sixteenth furniture to space collectibles and
Disney memorabilia--all in an easy-to-read, A to Z
format. 1,500 photos.
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